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Abstract

We propose an extension of tree-based space-partitioning indexing structures for data with low

intrinsic dimensionality embedded in a high dimensional space. We call this extension an Angle Tree.

Our extension can be applied to both classical kd-trees as well as the more recent rp-trees.

The key idea of our approach is to store the angle (the “dihedral angle”) between the data region

(which is a low dimensional manifold) and the random hyperplane that splits the region (the “splitter”).

We show that the dihedral angle can be used to obtain a tight lower bound on the distance between

the query point and any point on the opposite side of the splitter. This in turn can be used to efficiently

prune the search space. We introduce a novel randomized strategy to efficiently calculate the dihedral

angle with a high degree of accuracy.

Experiments and analysis on real and synthetic data sets shows that the Angle Tree is the most

efficient known indexing structure for nearest neighbor queries in terms of preprocessing and space

usage while achieving high accuracy and fast search time.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) problem is of fundamentalimportance with wide appli-

cability in Search, Pattern Recognition and Data Mining. The problem is simply defined as:
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Preprocessing Space Search Time Accuracy

Brute Force None None V.Bad Exact

Cover tree Bad(3) Good(2) Good(=2) Exact(1)

LSH Good(2) Bad(3) V.Good(1) High(=2)

Angle Tree V.Good(1)

≈ kd− tree

V.Good(1)

≈ kd− tree

Good(=2) High(=2)

TABLE I

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ARTNNS DATA STRUCTURES, BRUTE FORCE, AND

THE ANGLE TREE. (#) IS THE RANK OUT OF THE THREE DATA STRUCTURES, 1 BEING THE BEST. SEE SECTION

VII FOR MORE DETAILS.

Given a data setS of sizeN and dimensionD, efficiently preprocessS so that given a query

point q, we can quickly find the nearest points toq (nearest neighbors) inS.

Without any preprocessing ofS the brute force time complexity of NNS isO(ND). This is

impractical for very large databases.

In low dimensional space, data structures like kd-trees [37] are very efficient resulting in ex-

pected time complexity ofO(DlogN). A long standing open problem is to design data structures

which can scale up to high dimensions because experience shows that in high dimensions, space

partitioning data structures become inefficient. For example, kd-trees require thatN ≫ 2D or

else search performance degenerates to brute force [38]. This has been the status quo for some

time.

Tenenbaum et al. [1] introduced a novel approach to analysing low dimensional manifolds

embedded in high dimensions. This approach is widely applicable as many real world high-

dimensional data sets only have a small number of non-lineardegrees of freedom. For example,

consider a collection of images of human faces. The varianceof this data set can be described by

considering the size of nose, distance between eyes, and a small number of other such degrees

of freedom. Each image can be described by these degrees of freedom much more succinctly

than by considering the thousands of pixels that make up the image.
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Fig. 1. mnist dataset. The digits vary in a limited number of ways; inclination, size, loop articulation etc. Hence despite this

data set having a high ambient dimensionality (number of pixels in each image) the intrinsic dimensionality is low.

Any data set containing images (or other kinds of sampling ofthe real world, which is usually

fairly ordered) cannot be completely “random”. An example of a near random data set would

be images of a television snow screen.

Many real-world data sets are likely to be reducible to a muchlower dimension, where each

axis represents a non-linear degree of freedom. We do not propose to find these intrinsic degrees

of freedom. We only assume their existence in the data set in question. Several definitions of in-

trinsic dimensionality have been proposed, such as small covering numbers, Assouad dimension,

low dimensional manifolds, and Local Covariance Dimension(LCD). In this paper we mostly

consider LCD.

Random projection trees (rp-trees) were introduced by [2],[3]. This data structure differs from

the kd-tree only in the nature of the splitter used. While thekd-tree always splits parallel to

a single axis, the rp-tree splits in essentially a random direction. [2], [3] show that the rp-tree

adapts to the intrinsic dimensionality of data (in terms of grouping nearby points in the same

cells) much better than the kd-tree. However, NNS (using rp-trees) with the standard kd-tree

pruning method still degenerates to brute force search in high dimensions.

The Cover Tree[11] is a new non-space partitioning NNS data structure that exploits the

intrinsic dimensionality of data. It achieves very good search time and space usage, but suffers

from slow preprocessing [18], [12]. The preprocessing requirements are also very sensitive to

noise[11]. For this reason, it is not practical for use on large, high-dimensional and noisy data,
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such as image databases.

The most popular current high-dimensional NNS technique isLocality-Sensitive Hashing. It

is almost practical for the real world, except for its large space usage[36], [8]. The index it

builds is often many times larger than the original data, again making it unsuitable for very

large databases.

The approximate NNS technique described in [41] proposes two solutions. One is hierarchical

k-means trees, which is an example of a Geometric Nearest-Neighbor Access Tree (GNAT) [42].

These trees can suffer from slow preprocessing. The other solution is multiple randomized kd-

trees. Since searching through kd-trees in high dimensionsdegenerates to brute force, [41] obtain

approximate seach by simply searching through a fixed numberof leaf nodes for each tree. This

is similar in spirit to multi-probe LSH, and as we discuss in Section VIII, this approach is very

likely to be improved by combining it with our method.

The process described in [1] is also not practical for large,high-dimensional data sets as it

requires an eigendcomposition of the gram matrix - anO(n3) operation. However, to perform

efficient NNS, we will show that the expensive process of manifold learning can be avoided.

Contribution

We propose a data structure (Angle Tree) that for the first time gives us the ability to index

large and high-dimensional data sets in practice. Its preprocessing and space requirements are

not much greater than a regular kd-tree, while providing fast and highly-accurate NNS capability.

It also maintains the simplicity of the original kd-tree.

As we will show, in our implementation using a space partitioning data structure, all we need

to extract from the data are the angles that the data region inquestion makes with the splitting

hyperplane (splitter). This angle has meaning even in high-dimensional space by the definition

of the dot product.

The Angle Tree is described in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3, and is included in the Appendix. It is

conceptually a small modification to any current tree-basedindexing technique, such as a kd or

rp-tree[2], [3], that adds the power to exploit the intrinsic structure of data during NNS, while

introducing a very small probability of error (not finding the true nearest neighbors). While these

tree structures can already perform near-neighbor search (ie. only search one cell of the tree),

we introduce a new method of efficiently deciding which othercells, if any, also need to be
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searched. This method is a generalization of the classic kd-tree NNS algorithm for low intrinsic

dimensionality data embedded in very high-dimensional space. If there is no intrinsic structure

to exploit in a particular data set, then the Angle Tree will behave like a regular kd or rp-tree,

with minimal additional overhead.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we list all definitions used

in the paper. In Section III we present the key idea of this paper and prove its correctness. In

Section IV we discuss the behaviour of the dihedral angle (between the splitter and the low

dimensional manifold region) in high dimensions. In Section V we introduce our method for

finding the dihedral angle. In section VI we analyze the accuracy of NNS using Angle Trees. In

Section VII we report the results of our experiments. In Section VIII we provide some further

comments and suggest directions for future work.

II. DEFINITIONS

In this section we collect all the definitions used in the paper for the convenience of the reader.

• Ambient Dimension (D): is the dimension of the raw data. For example, if data is presented

as anN ×D matrix, then the ambient dimension isD.

• Intrinsic Dimension (d): is the number of degrees of freedom in the data. Again, if data

is presented as anN × D matrix then the intrinsic dimensionality (d) is typically much

smaller thanD. The intrinsic dimension is usually not known but can be estimated [15].

• Local Covariance Dimension (LCD): A set S has local covariance dimension(d, ǫ, r) if it

has(1−ǫ) fraction of its variance concentrated in ad-dimensional subspace. More precisely,

let σ2
1, σ

2
2, ..., σ

2
D denote the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix; these are the variances in

each of the eigenvector directions. "SetS ⊂ R
D has local covariance dimension(d, ǫ, r) if

its restriction to any ball of radius≤ r has covariance matrix whose largestd eigenvalues

satisfyσ2
i ≥ 1−ǫ

d
(σ2

1 ,+σ + ... + σ2
D)" [2]

• Intrinsic Plane (IP): is thed-dimensional affine subspace associated with the LCD defined

above.

• Splitter: the splitting hyperplane of dimensionD − 1 to R
D. It splits the data region in

question into two not necessarily equal parts.

• Dihedral Angle (α): The angle between the splitter and the IP. If the IP has codimension

1, then this angle is simply the angle between their normal vectors (the splitter always has
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codimension of 1). Otherwise, it isπ/2 minus the angle between the normal vector to the

splitter and its projection onto the IP [43].

• Error Angle (θ): This angle reflects the accuracy of the dihedral angle returned by the

getAngle() function (see Section V).

• Ambient Distance (dist(q, p)): is the distance in the ambient space between points or

hyperplanesq andp.

• Manifold Distance (distM(q, p)): is the distance between points or hyperplanesq and p

when the path is restricted to the data manifold.

• Intrinsic Plane Distance (distIP (q, p)): is the distance between points or hyperplanesq

andp when the path is restricted to the IP. Ifq or p does not lie on the IP, then we project it

onto the IP before calculating the distance. Note thatdistm(q, p) ≥ dist(q, p) ≥ distIP (q, p)

if p andq are both points.

• Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH): A popular current NNS solution proposed by [28],

[10]. In this paper we refer to the random projection implementation of LSH. Its main

problem is space usage [36].

• Cover Tree: A relatively new NNS tree structure that is designed to exploit d. It does not

partition the space, and in fact only requires a metric that satisfies the triangle inequality.

Its main problem is preprocessing time[18], [12] and sensitivity to noise [11].

• Random Projection Tree (rp-tree): Data structure introduced by [2], [3]. Similar to kd-

tree, but splits in a random direction. Has the property thatevery O(dlogd) levels, the

diameter (distance between two furthest points) of each cell is halved [2], [3].

III. K EY IDEA

In order to appreciate the key insight of the proposed approach we first explain how a query

point q uses the classical kd-tree to carry out the NNS.

A query point q will navigate down a branch of the kd-tree (each pair of branches being

split by a splitter) until it reaches the leaf cell in which itis contained. The nearest neighbor

in that cell will be identified (G in Figure 2(a)). A search sphere of radiusdist(q, G) will be

constructed and any neighboring cell which intersects the search sphere will be explored for

points which are potentially closer toq thanG. Effectively this implies that the perpendicular

distance betweenq and the splitter(s), which form the walls of the cell, serve as a lower bound
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G

q

(a) kd-tree NNS Search

q

A

p

Π(q) Π(p)

error region

α

B

C

G

(b) Manifold Search

Fig. 2. kd-tree NNS search ball. Q is query point. G is the nearest neighbor found so far. The top level split is in bold.

for pruning.

It is well known that in high-dimensional space, the kd-treeNNS degenerates to little better

than brute force. We will provide an alternate explanation in Section IV in terms of the distance

from q to the walls of its cell.

Now if the data lives in a low dimensional manifold, for example, on the dotted line in Figure

2(b) then a better lower bound is the manifold distancedistM(q, B). However, generally the

manifold is not known, so we instead approximatedistM(q, B) with the IP distancedistIP (q, A).

In order to calculate thedistIP (q, A) we will use the trigonometric relation

dist(q, A) =
dist(q, C)

sinα
(1)

The following is the crucial observation which underpins the whole approach.

• In low dimensional space,sinα ≈ 1. Thusdist(q, A) ≈ dist(q, C) and thus the Angle Tree

and kd-tree will behave in a similar fashion.

• In high dimensional space (with low intrinsic dimensionality), sinα << 1, and thusdist(q, A)

will be potentially a much tighter lower bound thandist(q, C).

• In practice, real data sets rarely follow the equations of a smooth manifold and there will be

data points which lie outside the manifold. Also, even if thedata forms a smooth manifold,

this manifold can be highly curved making it difficult to approximate its local regions with
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an affine hyperplane. These two factors can cause data pointsto lie in the error region

shown in Figure 2(b). Then the true nearest neighbors could be accidentally pruned.

IV. H IGH DIMENSIONAL BEHAVIOR

We provide a rigorous justification for the behavior of the dihedral angle (α) in high dimen-

sional space as noted in Section III. Theorem 1 below is basedon Figure 2(b) but generalizes

to higher dimensions.

Theorem 1. Given a randomd-dimensional hyperplane (IP ) in R
D and a random affine

hyperplane of dimension D-1 (splitter) defined by its normalvector v ∼ N(0, ID). Let α be

the dihedral angle. IfD is large, sinα converges to χd√
D− 1

2

, whereχd is the Chi-distribution

with d degrees of freedom [47]. Ifd is also large,

sinα ∼ N





√

d− 1
2

√

D − 1
2

,
1

2D − 1





Proof: As v is a D-dimensional random vector, we can express it as(x1, x2, . . . , xD) and fix

the d-dimensional IP as the hyperplane spanned by the first d axes ofRD. Here eachxi ∼ N(0, 1).

Based on Figure 2(b), noteα = π/2−∠(v,Πv) whereΠv is the projection ofv onto IP . Thus

Πv = (x1, x2, .., xd, 0, .., 0).

sinα = cos∠(v,Πv) =
v · Πv
|v||Πv| =

∑d
i=1 x

2
1

√

∑d
i=1 x

2
1

√

∑D
i=1 x

2
1

=

√

∑d
i=1 x

2
1

√

∑D
i=1 x

2
1

The numerator and denominator are both chi-distributions with d andD degrees of freedom

respectively. For largeD, χD ∼ N(
√

D − 1
2
, 1
2
) [29]. Since we assumeD to be very large, the

denominator’s variance becomes insignificant relative to its mean, and so we can replace it by

its mean.

sinα ∼ χd
√

D − 1
2

For the case whend is also large, we apply [29] to the numerator as well, yielding

sinα ∼ N





√

d− 1
2

√

D − 1
2

,
1

2D − 1
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m
A

S
φ

C

p
α

E

Fig. 3. IP indicated by dashed line. Dots represent the data.m is a representative point of the data region.p an arbitrary

point on the opposite side of the splitter (red hyperplane) to m. We let this region have a LCD withǫ = 0 for clarity.

V. ESTIMATION OF THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE

The dihedral angleα between two hyperplanesP1 andP2 of codimension 1 is related through

their unit normalsn1 andn2 by the equation [43]

cosα = n1 · n2 (2)

Thus if we know the two hyperplanes and their unique normals,calculating the dihedral angle is

straightforward. The challenge in our case is that we do not know the equation of the Intrinsic

Plane (IP) and furthermore we assume that the IP will change from region to region. In fact,

by definition, manifolds are locally like hyperplanes. We could use a PCA-like technique but

that would be computationally prohibitive as the complexity of PCA isO(D3) whereD is the

ambient dimension. We will propose a much simpler and more efficient method which is also

mathematically rigorous. We refer the reader to Figure 3 forthe discussion in this section.

In Figure 3,m is the representative point and~mC is the normal fromm to the splitter.

α = ∠CAm is the dihedral angle which can be obtained by projecting~mC onto the IP. LetS

be an arbitary point on theIP (here it is shown to be on the intersection of the two planes but

it does not have to be).

An important observation is captured in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2. cos∠CmS = sinα cosφ whereα is the dihedral angle andφ is the angle between

mA andmS (see Figure 3).

Proof: Sinceα is a dihedral angle,sinα = cos(π/2− α) =
~mC· ~mA

|mC||mA|
. Also

cos∠CmS =
~mC · ~mS

|mC||mS|

Substituting ~mS = ~mA+ ~AS and |mS| = |mA|/ cosφ in the above equation we get

cos∠CmS = cosφ
~mC · ~mA + ~mC · ~AS
|mC||mA| (3)

Since ~AS⊥ ~mA, ~AS⊥Π( ~mC) whereΠ(~(mC)) is the projection of ~mC onto theIP . Clearly

also ~AS⊥
(

~mC −Π( ~mC)
)

, since that is a vector normal to theIP . Then ~AS is normal to the

plane spanned byΠ( ~mC) and
(

~mC − Π( ~mC)
)

. Therefore ~AS⊥ ~mC and ~mC · ~AS = 0

Then equation 3 becomes

cos∠CmS = cosφ
~mC · ~mA

|mC||mA| = cosφ sinα

We should note that the proof of this theorem does not make useof S lying on the intersection

between theIP and the splitter, and so this angular relation is true for any~mS on theIP .

Corollary 1. ∀~v ‖ IP ∠(~v, ~mC) ≤ π/2− α

Proof: Whenπ/2 ≥ φ ≥ 0, cos∠CmS ≤ sinα = cos(π/2− α). As φ→ 0, cos∠CmS →
cos(π/2− α) and hence∠CmS → π/2− α from below.

Corollary 2. The dihedral angleα ≥ ∠mSC

Proof: Since∠CmS ≥ π/2− α, α ≥ π/2− ∠CmS = ∠mSC

Theorem 2 and the corollaries suggest the following algorithm for estimating alpha:

We take the center of the data region and sample a constant number (k) of random data

points within the region. We then subtract the center from all of these points to obtaink random

vectors that will represent the region (there are many othermethods for obtaining thesek random

vectors). We calculate the angle that all of these vectors make with the normal to the splitter

~mC (each region has one splitter). The smallest of thesek angles will be within a small range

April 19, 2010 DRAFT
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θ θ

~v

Fig. 4. θ determines the width of the target region (shaded). If a random vector makes an angle close to180o to ~v, we simply

multiply it by -1 in order to obtain a vector close to~v. Hence our target region’s volume is doubled. The dashed line divides

the target region into two parts; a hypercone and a hypersphere cap.

of π/2 − α (∠CmA in Figure 3), the true angle between~mC and theIP (See the Appendix

for pseudocode of this procedure). In order for this to work,at least one of the random vectors

must be within a small angle of~mA (as close to parallel as possible). The probability of this

occurring depends on the dimensionality ofIP , as we will show.

A. Evaluation of Random Vector Strategy

In order to evaluate this strategy, we form the following problem. We assume the data is

evenly distributed within a d-ball of unit radius, centeredat the origin, and we have some fixed

vector~v within this space. We then generatek random vectors within the ball, and calculate the

probability that not one of these is within some small angleθ (error angle) of~v (please refer

to Figure 4 for illustration). We denote the volume of the d-ball segment spanning the vectors

that are close to~v by s, and the volume of the entire d-ball byS. Since we assumed the data

to be evenly distributed, every random vector has a constantprobability s/S of landing within

the aforementioned segment.s has volume given by the formula for the d-dimensional cone

Base×Height/d [44] plus the volume of the hypersphere cap given by the formula described

in [45]. Combining these two formulas, the ratios/S has the value given by:

s/S = 2

(

1

2
− cos θ

Γ[1 + d
2
]

√
πΓ[d+1

2
]
2F1

(

1
2
, 1−d

2
; 3
2
; cos2 θ

)

)

+
2 cos θ sind−1 θ · Γ[1 + d

2
]

d
√
π · Γ[1 + d−1

2
]

(4)

whereΓ is the Gamma function and2F1 is Gauss’ hypergeometric function [46]. Note that this

ratio depends only onθ and the intrinsic dimensiond. Monte Carlo experiments confirm the

values given by this formula.
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Fig. 5. Probability of all the 2000 random vectors missing a segment (failure) of widthθ within a d-dimensional ball is sensitive

to bothθ andd. The formula used to build this graph is(1− s/S)2000 where s/S is given by Equation 4.

Fig. 6. One of the random vectors needs to be (close to) normalto the splitter for the Angle Tree to behave like a regular

kd-tree. Here the manifold despite being 1-dimensional, bends sharply w.r.t. the splitter, and so there are many such vectors.

When the region is made smaller by further splits, the manifold will becomeflatter, and so the directions of the vectors generated

in the region will be more limited.

The probability that allk vectors miss the segment is then(1 − s/S)k. We show that this

probability can be made very small fork ≈ 2, 000, θ ≈ 30o while d ≤ 10. Beyond that dimension,

to maintain a smallθ, k would have to grow exponentially. So in Section V, as long asd is not

too large, we can get a vector~mS that is withinθ of ~mC.

One obvious problem with this approach is that if the data is noisy, then the vectors we

generate do not lie exactly on theIP . This causes some inaccuracy in determiningα. Our

approach for dealing with this involves simply ignoring a constant portion of the most extreme

angles, attributing them to noise. This is described further in Section VII.

Another problem occurs when the region in question is large,where the manifold curves

sharply with respect to the splitter. In this case there is nolow dimensionalIP that approximates

the data well.

The case in Figure 6 is not a pathological one. Despite the data having intrinsic dimension

April 19, 2010 DRAFT
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of 1, the region in question is too large to be approximated bya 1-dimensionalIP . For this

reason, we consider this data region to be 2-dimensional forour purposes.

In order for this technique to not prune any regions incorrectly, we must find thatα = π/2

here - we use the regular kd-tree search lower bound, sincedist(q, A) = dist(q, C)/ sinα =

dist(q, C) in this case. In order for this to happen, at least one of the randomly generated vectors

must make an angle ofπ/2 (or close to it) with the splitter.

Then, we do not gain or lose anything compared to the standardkd-tree pruning method, in

this case. As we continue to split the data, the regions will become small enough that they can

be approximated by a low dimensionalIP .

Another possibility: if the data lies on a d-dimensional manifold, but we consider a region

where the manifold curves sharply, but only in one other dimension. In this case, the region can

still be approximated by a d+1 dimensionalIP . For example, the data in Figure 6 could have a

very large ambient dimension, but this region can still be approximated by a 2-dimensionalIP .

Our method will be robust to this possibility, since from Theorem 1, the angle between the d+1

dimensionalIP and the D-1 dimensional splitter is still very likely to be much smaller than

π/2, giving the angle tree a large performance boost over the standard kd-tree pruning.

B. Effect of Error Angle on Pruning Calculation

We refer again to Figure 3. Let~mS be an extension of the randomly generated vector making

the smallest angle with~mC. Then if we have some estimation ofd, and by referring to Figure

5, we can say that with high probability~mS is within θ (of some appropriate size) of~mC –

φ < θ. Then making use of Theorem 2 again,cos∠CmS = sinα cosφ > sinα cos θ, and from

this we can derive

|mA| > cos θ|mC|/ sin∠CSm

where∠CSm is our slightly erroneous estimate forα andcos θ is compensation for this error.

Putting the query pointq in the place ofm, we now have a ’safe’ lower bound ondist(q, A),

and it tightens asθ is made smaller (by generating more random vectors, for instance). This

bound should still be much tighter thandist(q, C).

April 19, 2010 DRAFT
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mean

dist from IP

dist from mean

Fig. 7. Illustration of LCD. Ifǫ is small, then the distance of data pointp from IP is a relatively small component (on average

over all p) of the distance ofp from the mean of the data region.

α

A

a

b

B

Fig. 8. A is the geometric mean of the data. Error Region is blue. Red line is splitter. Vertical black line through A is

perpendicular (ideal) splitter. The hypercylinder is madeup of theIP (a d-ball with radiusa - represented by the horizontal

dashed line) and an infinite number of (D-d)-balls centered on each point in theIP (not data point) and perpendicular to the

IP . In the case whend = 1 and D = 2, the hypercylinder is a rectangle as shown. Data is evenly distributed within the

hypercylinder.

VI. ERROR REGION

In Figure 2(b) we noted an error region, where any pointp falling into it has the property

distIP (q, p) < dist(q, A) and hence breaks one of our assumptions. The cell containingthis

point might be pruned using our algorithm, even though it contains a neighbor that is nearer to

q than the best-so-far found neighbor. In order to analyze this possibility we need a model of

the region in question. For this, we make use of the property of LCD as described in [5]; if the

data has covariance dimension(d, ǫ, r) for somer, then any data region that fits entirely inside

a ball of radiusr will have

(avg dist2 from IP ) ≤ ǫ · (avg dist2frommean)

April 19, 2010 DRAFT
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where theavg dist andmean (geometric mean on all the dimensions) are taken across all the

data points in the region (see Figure 7).

We assume thatǫ is small (0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.1). If we let the noise be uniform, we have the following

model: points are uniformly distributed within the hypercylinder shown in Figure 8. TheIP itself

is a d-ball with radiusa. Centered on each point on theIP we have a(D − d)-ball normal to

IP with radius b. a and b are chosen so that the data being distributed uniformly within the

hypercylinder, hasavg distance2 within IP equal to 1, and theavg distance2 from subspace

equal to ǫ. The avg distance2 from mean is then equal to1 + ǫ, so the model satisfies the

above constraint (sinceǫ ≤ ǫ + ǫ2) while being close to the maximal noise case (sinceǫ2 is

insignificant for smallǫ). Then the ratio of the volume of the error regionv to the volume of the

entire regionV described by the model corresponds to the proportion of points that fall within

the error region.

We obtain it by integrating the Error Region volume alongz (any axis withinIP ) from

B (z = −b/ tanα) til A (z = 0) and multiplying by 2. We denote the volume of ak-ball

with radius l by Bk(l) and the volume of a hypersphere cap of heightm and dimensionk by

Ck
l (m). By considering the intersection of theIP (which we assumed to be a d-ball) and a

2-dimensional plane throughA, and noting that this intersection must be a circle, we see that

the radius of the (d-1)-ball in theIP subtended by the integration slicez units away fromA

will have radius
√
a2 − z2. The volume subtended from the (D-d)-ball in the noisy directions

will equal CD−d
b (b+ ztanα). Hence the total volume of the Error Region is given by:

v

V
=

2
´ 0

−b/ tanα
Bd−1

(√
a2 − z2

)

× CD−d
b (b+ ztanα) dz

Bd(a)×BD−d(b)
(5)

WhereD is the ambient dimension,d is the intrinsic dimension ofIP , a =
√

3/d, b =
√

3ǫ/(D − d), and ǫ is the LCD coefficient. We often find that this ratio is very small when

d≪ D and ǫ ≤ 0.1.

Proposition 1. Whena =
√

3/d and b =
√

3ǫ/(D − d), then the data distributed uniformly

within the hypercylinder, hasavg distance2 within IP equal to 1, and theavg distance2 from

subspace equal toǫ.
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Proof: We assumed that the first d axes are:xi ∼ [−a, a]. Then

E

(

d
∑

i=1

x2
i

)

=
d
∑

i=1

E
(

x2
i

)

= d · E
(

x2
1

)

= 1⇒ E
(

x2
1

)

=
1

d

because of the linearity of expectation, and all theE(x2
i )’s are equal.

E (x2
i ) =

´

a

−a
x2

2a
=

1

3
×2a2

2a
= a2

3
= 1

d

giving a =
√

3/d

By a similar process we getb =
√

3ǫ
D−d

It can be seen that the Error Region is smaller ifα is made larger (our splitter is closer to

the ideal splitter). In Section VIII we give one possible wayto achieve this.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Design of Experiments

In this section the Angle Tree is experimentally compared against the cover tree and locality

sensitive hashing (LSH). They are the two most popular and most recent developments in high-

dimensional NNS. The Angle Tree is also compared against Partial Brute Force (PBF). If for

an experiment the Angle Tree achieved an average accuracy of90% or 0.9 when searching for

k-nearest neighbors (meaning that all k neighbors returnedwere the true nearest neighbors 90%

of the time, as as verified by a full brute force search), then PBF, searching randomly through

unindexed data, must search through%(100× 0.91/k) to achieve the same average accuracy.

The comparison will be based on preprocessing time, space complexity, query time and

accuracy. The comparison vis-a-vis kd-trees and rp-trees is not reported as the NNS query

using the latter two data structures degenerates to a brute force search in high dimensions if the

standard pruning bound is used.

It it worth recalling that the original rp-tree (as proposedby the authors) can only be used

to efficiently answernear neighbor search(where we only search through a single cell and

terminate - see Section III for details of why this often misses the true nearest neighbors). If

the kd-tree search strategy is used with the rp-tree, then the search degenerates to brute force.

In fact, the principal aim of Angle Trees is to extend rp-trees (and kd-trees) to make NNS in

high dimensions efficient and accurate.
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1) Implementation Details:The Angle Tree was implemented on top of the rp-tree code

base available from the authors website [2]. We did not use the error angle adjustment in our

implementation, since speed seemed to be more of a bottleneck than accuracy. All experiments

were performed on an AMD dual core 1 GHz processor with 4GB of RAM. In our experiments

we will refer to the Angle Tree as angle rp-tree to emphasize its connection with random

projections and rp-trees.

Cover tree code was obtained from the authors website [11]. This code was used to attempt

to preprocess all of the data sets used. The cover tree performance data is taken from [12].

LSH (where the hash functions are a series of random projections) performance was inferred

from the performance ofnear neighbor searchin a single rp-tree. Ift independent rp-trees are

built, then each one has a similar probabilityp of having both the query pointq and its nearest

neighbor hashed to the same cell. Then the probability of notfinding the nearest neighbor in

any of thet trees is(1− p)t. The average search time is thenxt, wherex is the average search

time for a single rp-tree near neighbor search. The probability p obviously depends on the size

of the cells - or the number of LSH hash buckets. This data is presented in Table III.

2) Data Sets:Several well known real data sets were used for comparison. We also generated

two synthetic data sets on high-dimensional spheres. The details are listed in Table II in the

Appendix. It is worth emphasizing that we used extremely high-dimensional, real world data

sets (e.g., Reuters Bag of Words, Mnist and Yale Face image database) which are extremely

noisy and hard to index. For overview of all the data sets used, see Appendix.

3) Comparison Metric:The fundamental metric used to compare the data structures is number

of distance calculations (NDC)- which is defined as the number of times euclidean distance

between two points is calculated. This metric is hardware independent.

NDC is used as a proxy to measure the running time of the algorithm, being by far the most

computationally intensive part of the algorithm. NDC correlates very strongly with the actual

running time of the algorithm, and was used in [12] to evaluate the cover tree.

4) Parameters:There is one important parameter in angle rp-trees whose effect needs to be

measured, namely, theIgnore Outlier (IOut)parameter.

IOut controls the effect of noise in the data during the estimation of the dihedral angle. IOut

is the proportion of the angles between the random vector andthe normal to the splitter (~mC

in Figure 3) that will be ignored. The assumption is that verysmall angles are caused due to
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the presence of outliers, since outliers do not lie on theIP and do not conform to Theorem 2.

For example, suppose one thousand random data vectors are generated and for each such

vector, the angle with the normal to the splitter is calculated. These angles are then sorted in an

increasing order and if the IOut value is 0.1, then the100th angle is the estimated value of the

dihedral angle.

IOut controls the trade-off between accuracy and search time. High values of IOut will inflate

the estimation ofdistIP (q, A). This will result in more aggressive pruning but could result in

some nearest neighbors being missed.

Another parameter that we vary is the number of levels in the tree. This is significant for the

LSH analysis as it determines the number of hash buckets. More and smaller buckets usually

translates to lower accuracy but faster search time.

The other LSH parameter ist, the number of trees (hash functions) over which we infer the

performance of LSH.

5) Experiments:The following three experiments were conducted. In E1, we measure pre-

processing efficiency, and in E2 and E3 we measure search efficiency.

E1 For each data set, the angle rp-tree was constructed and the NDC was recorded. We

note that NDC has the same complexity as angle computations and projection onto

splitter (O(D), since they all involve a dot product) and so for the angle rp-tree we

include them in the NDC value. We also used the cover tree codeto see whether

preprocessing the various data sets would cause a crash. We used the standard rp-tree

(with various number of levels) as an implementation for LSH.

E2 For each data set, one thousand random data points were chosen and used to simulate

queries. In this way the query points were guaranteed to alsocome from the data

manifold. The angle rp-tree was then used to search for 1-NN with various IOut

parameter values for each query point. The NDC was recorded during the search

process and then averaged over the one thousand queries.

E3 For the Mnist and KDD data, a search for 2-NN was also carried out as comparative

data was available from [12].
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Fig. 9. Here is the main advantage of the angle rp-tree over the cover tree; cover tree preprocessing time - the number of

distance computations in the construction of the data structure - is exponential ind. [11]
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Fig. 10. Speedup over partial brute force. The amount of datathat the brute force randomly searches through in order to get

the same average accuracy as our method. To getx% accuracy, partial brute force must on average search through x% of data

for 1-NNS and10
√

x% of data for 2-NNS. ’in10’ means that the IOut value for an experiment was 0.1 – we ignored 10% of

the most extreme angle values.
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Fig. 11. Search performance of angle rp-tree vs cover tree for 1-NNS. Various IOut values are used to balance speed and

accuracy. While cover tree is capable of 100% accuracy, our method can come very close with comparable running time.
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Fig. 12. Search performance of angle rp-tree vs cover tree for 2-NNS. Various IOut values are used to balance speed and

accuracy. While cover tree is capable of 100% accuracy, our method can come very close with comparable running time.

B. Results and Analysis

We now report on the results of the three different experiments under varying conditions.

1) E1:

Cover Tree:See Figure 9. Theoretically the preprocessing time of anglerp-trees is nearly

of the order of a standard kd-tree or rp-tree, which isO(nlogn). The only additional overhead

is the calculation and storage of the dihedral angle for eachdata region. Since the number of

data regions (nodes) isO(n), and we calculate a constant number of angles (k) in each data

region, the complexity of angle rp-tree isO(nlogn+ nk) which isO(nlogn).
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For cover trees, the theoretical preprocessing time is:

O(c6n logn) wherec (the KR-dimension)∼ 2d and potentially much larger for noisy data. A

single noisy point can makec grow arbitrarily [31].

The preprocessing in our experiments for the cover tree and angle rp-tree are shown in Figure

9. It is clear that the preprocessing time of the angle rp-tree is a small fraction (less than 1%)

of the cover tree.

Another factor that is not reflected in the results is that even though the cover tree space

requirements are O(n) just like the kd-tree, the data pointsappear multiple times in the structure.

Thus cover tree’s space complexity has a higher constant. Its memory usage is often three to

five times greater than the size of the data set [12].

We have only shown results on three data sets for which the comparison data was available.

The cover tree crashed during construction for the Reuters Bag of Words and the synthetic sphere

databases. It crashed likely due to overflow of the recursionstack during construction [18] due

to those data sets having an intrinsic dimension that is too large.

LSH: See Table III. The preprocessing time of LSH is similar to rp-trees except that there

aret trees (hash functions) and so roughlyt times as much preprocessing (the constant number

of angle calculations that are not required in LSH become relatively trivial anyway, when the

data set is large). However, LSH preprocessing time has no dependence ond and is unaffected

by noise, and so is fairly efficient.

Due to there beingt trees and each data point ishashedinto each tree, LSH space complexity

is significantly greater than the angle rp-tree. It is difficult to say how much more exactly since

only the hash values of the data are stored, but [36], [8] reports it to be significant - several

times the size of the original data. As we will see later, whent is reduced, then accuracy and/or

search speed suffers. For larger data sets than the ones tested here, [36], [8] note that LSH often

requirest to be of the order of 100 to obtain acceptable search speed andaccuracy.

2) E2:

PBF: See Figure 10. Here we see the speedup of angle rp-tree over PBF. Even in 30,000+

dimensional data like the images database, we find the true nearest neighbors 95%+ of the time

while searching <20% of the data. This indicates very strongly that the curse of dimensionality

can be managed when data has a low intrinsic dimensionality,without any dependence on the

ambient dimension. We believe that if the database had more items (Yale Face has <2500 items)
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the angle rp-tree indexing would give an even greater speedup, similar to the KDD data sets.

The noisiest (or least structured) and hence most difficult data set was the Reuters Bag of

Words data set. For this data set we had to search through 42% of the data in order to achieve

95% accuracy for 1-NNS. We could also search through 24% of data to achieve 85% accuracy.

This second result seems to be more practical to us, though the user would have to accept a

15% error rate. Additionally, in the 15% of cases where an incorrect neighbor was returned, it

was usually a small error. As far as we know, no one else had indexed this kind of data set with

any significant success.

The sin3D, as well as the 15D and 20D Sphere synthetic data sets are included to indicate

what sort of complexity of structure the real world data setsmust have, if they have similar

performance to the synthetic data sets whose structure is known. The 15D Sphere data set gave

much better results, and was close in performance to the KDD bio data sets, whereas the 20D

sphere data set was closer to the Reuters Bag of Words data set. This is consistent with our

analysis in Section V, which suggested that the intrinsic dimensionality must be not much greater

than ten in order for the dihedral angle to be accurately estimated.

Results for the sin3D data set were 100% accurate, with most of the angles being over80o.

The angle rp-tree reduced to the kd-tree for this low-dimensional data set.

Cover Tree:See Figure 11. The angle rp-tree achieves accuracy well over95% with search

speed similar to or faster than the cover tree, although the cover tree achieves 100% accuracy.

The angle rp-tree seems to slow down significantly as we try toapproach 100% accuracy with

noisy data. We search through twice as much data for the mnistdata set in order to increase

accuracy from 98.3% to 99.8%. This is likely because theIP starts to include more and more

rare, noisy directions as we reduce the IOut parameter value. As theIP grows in dimension, the

dihedral angle grows quite rapidly causing the pruning multiplier 1/ sinα to shrink. This causes

the algorithm to prune a lot less cells for very little gain inaccuracy (when the noisy points turn

out to be the true nearest neighbors). Due to this we can only really achieve 100% accuracy as

well as fast running time when the data is not noisy, and hencecan be well estimated by a low

dimensionalIP . For noisy real world data, we must at this stage settle for 95+% accuracy.

LSH: See Table III. In this tablet and p are chosen so that the accuracy corresponds to

one of the results in Figure 10.

We can see that for the Reuters Bag of Words and mnist data sets, LSH with larget parameter
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is often several times faster on average than the angle rp- tree, while having a similar accuracy.

However, when we reducet (in order to alleviate the space usage) but wish to maintain accuracy,

a tree with less levels must be built. Then, since the leaf cells will contain more data, the

probability that the leaf cell into which the query point is hashed will contain its true nearest

neighbor, is made higher. This in turn makes LSH slower. In fact, it can be seen that whent is

made too small, LSH becomes significantly slowerand less accurate than the angle rp-tree.

It is also worth noting that in Table III, when considering the Yale Face image database,

LSH is significantly slower and less accurate (as well as morespace consuming) than the angle

rp-tree. We believe this is because the Yale Face image database is less noisy than mnist and

Reuters BOW, and can be better approximated by a low dimensional IP .

3) E3 :

PBF: See Figure 10 - those columns labeled 2nn. The angle rp-tree searches through

approximately twice as much data on average for 2-NNS than 1-NNS. This is logical since the

second nearest neighbor is further away from the query point, making the search sphere (see

Section III) larger, causing the algorithm to prune less subtrees. In this way the angle rp-tree

behaves as it should. The kd-tree operating in the intrinsicspace of the data would likely perform

in a similar way.

Cover Tree :See Figure 12. These results are roughly the same as in E2. Theangle rp-tree

introduces a small probability of error while achieving comparable search speed to the cover

tree.

VIII. D ISCUSSION

Multi-probe Locality Sensitive Hashing:This is a variation of LSH, where instead of only

checking one bucket, multiple buckets are probed. In some implementations, the buckets are

sorted by probability that they contain the true nearest neighbor, and only the top few are

checked. The purpose of this is to reduce the space requirement of LSH by reducing the number

of hash functions that are needed to maintain high accuracy.

The problem with this approach is that a constant number of buckets will be checked with

each query, whereas with the angle rp-tree it is often the case that the entire tree may be pruned

after checking one or two cells. There is no set number of buckets to check.
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Additionally, current implementations of multi-probe LSHare based on calculating the distance

of the query point to the splitter [36]. However, as we saw in Theorem 1, since random splitters

make significantly varying angles with the data, this distance alone is not the best way of ranking

the cells. The angle rp-ree seems to be a promising way to improve current multi-probe LSH

implementations.

We have shown that even at this early stage, our algorithm cancompete with the state of the

art algorithms in terms of running time and accuracy, while being significantly superior in terms

of space and preprocessing requirements. Additionally, itis likely to be much simpler to use

and implement, since it is not a major modification to the wellknown kd-tree. We have also

provided some new insight on the nature of the curse of dimensionality in the context of NNS.

Future Work: A simple improvement to the random splitter (as used in the rp-tree) would

be a splitter whose normal vector lies on or very close to theIP , but is still random within this

restricted space. This can be achieved by generating some constant number of random vectors in

the data as before, and then averaging them, finding their median, or combining them in some

arbitrary way. A splitter generated thus would make a much larger angle withIP than a random

splitter, and make the error region discussed earlier much smaller.

It seems very likely to us that there is a superior and more robust method for estimating the

dihedral angle with noisy data, such as a Kalman filter type ofprocess.

The way we deal with noise in the data, and the effect it has on the dihedral angle estimation,

is quite simplistic. It is almost certain that there are morerobust ways for doing this.

The exact relationship between the error angle compensation (multiplying by cos θ) and the

search speed hasn’t been analyzed yet. In fact, no guarantees on search speed, even in the average

case, have been established.

APPENDIX
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Data set Size D d Description

sin3D 10,000 3 3 rp-tree example data

mnist [32] 60,000 784 5-10 Handwriting

bio_train [33] 145,751 75 6 KDD

bio_test [33] 139,658 74 6 KDD

Extended Yale Face

B Cropped [34], [35]

2432 32,256 8 Human faces. Various

people. Varying lighting

Reuters Bag of

Words (BOW) [39]

11,887 6100 10-40 News articles word

counts

15D Sphere 100,000 15 14 Synthetic

20D Sphere 100,000 20 19 Synthetic

SIFT[40] 1,000,000 128 15-30 Image descriptors

TABLE II

OVERVIEW OF THE DATA SETS. D IS THE DIMENSIONALITY OF THE DATA SET AND D IS THE APPROXIMATE INTRINSIC

DIMENSION.

procedure createAngleTree(listofpointspointList, treetype)

1: tree_node node {Create node}

2: if size(pointList) ≤ minSize then

3: node.data← pointsList {This will be a leaf node}

4: else

5: node.splitter ← genSplitter(treetype, pointList) {Generate splitter based on the treetype.

This splitter will have a direction (its normal vector) and athreshold}

6: node.angle← getAngle(node.splitter, pointList) {Our only modification to regular tree

creation}

7: node.negChild← createAngleTree(p ∈ pointList : p·node.normal ≤ threshold, treetype)

8: node.negChild← angleTree(p ∈ pointList : p · node.normal > threshold, treetype)

9: end if
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Levels in

tree

Avg. Per

Search

Accuracy (%) Number

of Trees

Projected

Accuracy (%)

Avg. Per Search

over all hashes

Avg. Per

Search

Accuracy (%)

LSH with RP-tree Angle rp-tree

mnist

12 205.8 21 13 95.4 2675.4 10272.0 94.9

10 269.1 21.2 13 95.5 3498.3 ” ”

8 613.8 27.4 10 96 6138 ” ”

4 5855.3 51.7 4 94.6 23,421.2 ” ”

3 9144.8 61.1 3 94.1 27,434.4 ” ”

bio_train

14 195.9 28.3 9 95 1763.1 3561.8 93.9

bio_test

14 183 29.6 10 97.1 1830 3635.8 97

Extended Yale Face B Cropped

9 169.2 57.4 5 98.6 846 620.5 99

Reuters Bag of Words

12 217.9 33.3 5 86.8 1089.5 2917.8 84

15D Sphere

17 192.3 13.2 19 93.2 3653.7 11,507 93.2

20D Sphere

17 204.3 10.6 26 94.6 5311.8 20,757 94.2

TABLE III

NUMBER OF DISTANCE FUNCTION CALLS FOR NEAR NEIGHBOR SEARCH(ONLY CHECKING ONE CELL IN THE TREE) FOR

THE MNIST DATABASE. 1-NSS. THIS TABLE COMPARES THE ANGLE RP-TREE WITH LSH, WHERE THE HASHING FUNCTION

IS A SERIES OF RANDOM PROJECTIONS.
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procedure getAngle(splitter, pointList)

1: angles← [ ]

2: center ←median (or mean) of pointList for each axis

3: ret← 0

4: for i = 1 to k do {k is some not very large constant, say 2000}

5: p← random point from pointList

6: v ← (p− center) {v is random vector within region containing pointList}

7: angles.append(arccos
(

abs(<v, splitter.normal>)
|v||splitter.normal|

)

{angle between v and splitter.normal}

8: end for

9: angles.sort()

10: return angles[k(1 − IOut)] {IOut is the Ignore Outlier parameter}

Pruning procedure during NNS

1: q ← query point

2: closestSoFar ← dist(q, closest neighbor found so far)

3: We now modify our pruning criterion during NNS from:

4: if dist(q, node.splitter) ≥ closestSoFar then

5: prune node’s other child (whereq did not come from)

6: end if

7: to:

8: if dist(q, node.splitter) cos θ/ sin(node.angle) ≥ closestSoFar then

9: prune node’s other child (whereq did not come from) {θ is a small, constant Error Angle

determined by k and d (see Section V)}.

10: end if

———————
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